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It's never too early to be standards compliant! Show your little ones how to display HTML elements

properly with CSS (Cascading Style Sheets) and familiarize them with the visual patterns and

symbols that make up the essential building blocks of the Web. CSS for Babies is the second in a

three-volume set, originally designed by a NYC Web Designer for his baby. This beautiful book is a

fun and colorful introduction to the ABC's of the web.
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The look of admiration and jealousy on your designer-friends-with-babies faces when they see this

book in your aspiring designer's repertoire will be worth every penny, even if your kid doesn't really

like it or care for it...like my child. I don't care though, I'm still cool.

CSS for Babies is a cute book. I think if I hadn't ordered CSS for Babies at the same time as HTML

for babies, that I'd probably have given it four stars, but if you compare CSS (volume 2) to HTML

(volume 1), it's just plain not as good. I do like that there are different colors and that the css is

actually viable, but I think the nature of CSS just doesn't lend itself to a baby book the same as

HTML does. If you can only buy one, buy HTML for Babies.



Cute, fun for baby to flip through, but impossible to read aloud. Yes, I know CSS and am able to

point out what its saying, but its not really fun to read to a child. Would make a great gift and

decoration though.

Yes its not a good HTML book for coding but when is my 6 month old going to code? Anyways, its a

great nerd gift for my baby and the wife thought it was funny. Baby loves to look at all the colors

This book was interesting too, but the structure of the HTML book is better. HTML for Babies reads

like a story, whereas CSS for Babies reads like code and wouldn't be fun to read to a child. I got this

book for my boss's baby shower, and he loved it anyway.

This book is geeky and cute for the expecting web developer/web designer. It's a fun gag gift. The

book isn't meant to really be read, but to expose a child to HTML and CSS.

This book is a lot of fun. Solid book with bright lettering that is appealing to small children.And

naturally it was a huge hit with all my nerd friends!

My husband is a web developer so he works on code all day. When we found out we were going to

have a baby all I spent my days doing was surfing the internet looking for super cool baby things.

When I saw this book I bought it right away as a suprise for both my husband and our baby. My

baby boy Max was born 5/29/12 and I think my husband is more excited about using the book than

any other toy we have received for Max.
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